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DYNAMIC BEHAVIOUR OF MAGNETHOREOLOGICAL
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Abstract
The magnethoreological material is based on the ferroparticles immersed in carring fluid. The acting
magnetic field is forcing ferroelements to connect into characteristic structure - braids.
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Fig. 1: The ferroelements in a neutral state (a) and under the influence of magnetic field (b).
Behaviour of the magnethoreological material at the high strain rates will be described by
Perzyna model [1]:
̇=

where:
ε: total nominal strain

̇
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: viscosity parameter

E: Young modulus

= ( ) is material characteristic for quasi-statical test

The symbol Φ describes the excess stress function:
〈Φ〉 =

Φ,
0,
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ℎ
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The created model will be verified with use of dedicated laboratory set up.
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Fig. 2: The experimental results of magnethoreological material obtained with use of the Split
Hopkinson Pressure Bar(a), the waveform (b).
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